TO: Larry Williams, Chair  
Undergraduate Council

FROM: Horace Gray  
Degree Programs Committee

DATE: February 8, 2006

The committee met on Wednesday, February 8, 2006 at 3 pm. Members present were Roger Blakeney, Luces Faulkenberry, Horace Gray, Barbara Tatam, and Martha Daly (support staff).

The Degree Program Committee recommends, with minor changes, the following for approval:

UC 8787 05F: HIST 3388: China: Early Civilization to 1600
UC 8788 05F: HIST 3389: China Since 1600
UC 8810 05F: CHEE 3331: Computing for Engineers
UC 8811 05F: CHEF 3363: Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers
UC 8813 05F: CIVE 1331: Computing for Engineers
UC 8814 05F: CIVE 3332: Engineering Materials
UC 8815 05F: CIVE 4311: Civil Engineering Design and Professional Practice
UC 8816 05F: CVIF 4325: Ocean Engineering
UC 8817 05F: CIVE 4369: Foundation Engineering
UC 8819 05F: ECE 3364: Circuits and Systems
UC 8820 05F: ECE 5371: Advanced Telecommunications Engineering
UC 8821 05F: ECE 5451: Principles of Interworking (new course)
UC 8822 05F: Electrical and Computer Engineering Degree Plan changes
UC 8824 05F: INDE 1331: Computing for Engineers